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FALL OF THE DREAM
an Adult Interactive Drama Live Action Freeform Role Playing Scenario
for 12 players (5 male, 7 female)
written by

Brian David Phillips, Ph.D., C.H.

Copyright 1996 (2001) by Brian David Phillips, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to THE FALL OF THE DREAM. This is a live roleplaying game scenario.
Participants take up a character and dress and act out that character while trying to fulfill the
character's goals. The host/game-moderator will settle any rules questions and the like (Note
to Game Moderator: Make things quick, simple, easy, fast, consistent, and fair . . . if the game
doesn't explain something then go ahead and quickly make something up.).
This game was inspired by a monster-thread-that-wouldn't-die titled "Roleplaying In
Character Sex" and several variants on various newsgroups such as rec.games.frp.live-action,
rec.games.frp.misc, alt.games.frp.live-action, rec.games.frp.advocacy, and others. I thought
that if all these people are so interested in discussing how to roleplay sex, then why not give
them a game to play? This was done all tongue-in-cheek and the like but the result is a
playable game for the more adventurous. The game is intended to be the framework for a
party or similar social situation. It is not intended to be a heavy highly competitive event but
there are some such elements present in the game. Over all it's intended to be fun.
Game Moderators, give a copy of the character sheet for the appropriate player to each player
- players should only get the character information for their character nothing more. At the
end of each character description, there is a list of which Briefing Sheets (additional
information) the player should receive. Print extra copies of each of these and give them to the
appropriate players. Do NOT allow anyone to have access to anyone else's character
descriptions or to Briefing Sheets not listed on their own character sheets. This is very
important. You should have extra copies of the Vampyr and Zombai Briefing Sheets ready as
they will be needed once the game gets going.

Fall of the Dream

There are two sets of mechanics for this scenario - Full Contact and Simulated. For a Full
Contact session, all encounters or acts of a sexual nature are real sexual encounters and
actions done while roleplaying the characters. In the Simulated version, no actual sex takes
place. Partners may roleplay as far as the like up to the actual sexual or related activity (such
as whippings and the like) but no actual physical contact takes place of a sexual nature.
httplay
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fo"winner" of that
Instead the participants
quick
game is declared the person who "orgasms" (multiple orgasms are allowed for female players
- male players have to wait at least fifteen minutes before attempting to make their partner
"cum" again [there are probably much better ways to simulate this but this is the quickest that
I thought of]). To make things interesting, once a person has caused a partner to orgasm, the
player causing the orgasm (presumably the sex partner) can command that person to do one th
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ing right then or to change one attitude for an hour - multiple orgasms can be counted towards
permanent attitude changes (two will permanently change an inconsequential attitude, five
will be required for a more serious attitude). Yes, I know this is a stupid mechanic but it
would prove most entertaining in the context of a social function - all these people running
around trying to get enough of their partners to "cum first."
In both the Full Contact and Virtual versions of this game, all players should have Safewords.
If at anytime a scene is being roleplayed and the player feels he or she is being backed into a
corner as far as what is expected, that player may say the general Safword "Dream." The
parner must stop immediately. The remainder of the encounter may be settled through a quick
game of Rocks-Scissors-Paper. Failure to comply to the Safeword rule means instant
expulsion from the game - regardless of whether your "character" is needed or not. Abuse of
Safewords by using them as a means of mind games and/or "teasing" and the like is also
grounds for expulsion from the game (Game Moderators, watch out for this).
If you don't like certain mechanics, then feel free to change them. The game is supposed to be
fun so if at any time the rules get in the way of the fun, then fun should win out everytime.
The game ends when the party dies down. After play, it's a good idea to have a nice
unwinding session so everyone can share what the others didn't figure out about their
characters. This is often as much fun as playing the game - okay, maybe not as much but it
can still be fun.
Finally, this game was created for entertainment purposes only. Anyone is welcome to play
this game. You must however be a "legal adult" and of the age of consent where you live and
where you plan to play the game. You may not break any laws while playing this game. Just
because it's a game, it doesn't mean you can hurt someone. In playing the game, participants
inherently acknowledge that the author takes no responsibility for the use or misuse of this
scenario. No one may make any money from this game - other than the author. Word to the
Wise: If you really want to play this, then only play it with a group of people with whom you
are already comfortable with. Don't take this to your Sunday Social and expect folks to be
thrilled unless this is the kind of thing you think the folks would already by interested in.
Realistically, most folks who read this are more interested in reading it for fun . . . only a few
would even be interested in playing it. However, if you do play this game - if Full Contact or
Virtual mode - please do let me know how it goes. I would love to have copies of any pictures
you take too!
Enjoy and happy gaming! Brian David Phillips, Ph.D., C.H. brian@briandavidphillips.com
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FALL OF THE DREAM

ALPHA SIGMA YI ♀

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Female. Bicurious.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You should have been the Prime Alpha - but for some strange reason the Prime
Komputer selected Alpha Omega San. You suspect someone has been tampering with
sensitive data files and programs and you wouldn't be surprised if Alpha Omega San
is that person. You've invited her and her Omegas to your home in order to find out
more and perhaps gather enough evidence against her. If she has been tampering with
the Prime Komputer's programming, that's reason enough for exile from the Dome.
You intend to ply her with drink and perhaps loosen her up with some sensual delights
so that you can catch her off guard. You have also invited a long time ally, Alpha
Theta Wu to your home. She contacted you earlier in the day that she would be
bringing "guests" but did not give you any other information. Since she was rather
mysterious about this, you are rather curious. If they prove to be a threat to Dream
Dome society or the Prime Komputer they should be eliminated. Nothing can be
allowed to remain a threat to the Prime Komputer.
BRIEFING SHEETS: Dream Dome, Alpha
Copyright 2001 (1996), Brian David Phillips, Ph.D.
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FALL OF THE DREAM

ALPHA THETA WU ♀

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Female. Bicurious.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Two years ago, you were exploring some abandoned sealed off tunnels and discovered
a doorway to the outside. You have been secretly venturing forth and gathering
evidence of habitability outside of the Dream Dome. You are now certain that the
Prime Komputer has been lying for generations about the conditions outside the Dome.
You haven't let anyone know about your findings . . . until tonight. Two days ago, on
one of your secret ventures you met a small group of wandering Outsiders. They seem
interested in forming an ongoing trade link with you - there is very little of much
technologically advanced machinery outside of the Dream Dome. The leader Bobus
has been your main contact but you suspect the strange one Alicae knows more than
she lets on. You prefer to work in secret for now but will need the aid of at least two
other Inner Circle members. You have brought your contacts with you tonight to Alpha
Sigma Yi's weekly unwind orgy in order to decide which of your fellow Alphas are
worthy of trust in this matter. Those who you decide not to trust, you will simply kill
(rather, you will have your Omega - neoOmega A-69 - kill them). In the past you have
found it is usually prudent to relax your intended target for "persuasion" by loosening
her up through wine and sexual satisfaction.
BRIEFING SHEETS: Dream Dome, Alpha

Fall of the Dream
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FALL OF THE DREAM

ALPHA ALPHA BA ♀

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Female. Bicurious.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
NFORMATION
You've been invited to this party - hosted by one of the more powerful Alphas, Alpha Sigma Yi. Most Alphas
assumed Alpha Sigma Yi would be appointed Prime Alpha when the last Prime Alpha died, murdered by her
assistants (one of whom was demoted to neoOmega status and the other sentenced to Exile outside the Dream
Dome). Most Alphas don't know about this but since you are the Prime Judiciary Alpha, you know a lot more
about such things (most sentencings are confidential and most crimes are not known by anyone outside of
Judiciary - as far as the general populace is concerned the previous Prime Alpha passed away peacefully in her
sleep, dying of natural causes). It seems strange that someone as liberal and outspoken as Alpha Omega San
would be appointed Prime Alpha. Perhaps you can learn more as the evening progresses. Alpha Theta Wu has
brought very strange guests to the party, they also might be worth investigation. All in all, you have some
interesting work cut out for you this evening . . . plus, you really do enjoy a good orgy and Alpha Sigma Yi's
Omegas are rather fetching.
Something else which has been bothering you of late are nightmares of a vampyric creature that feeds off the life
force of others. You remember tales you grandmother used to tell you of a being that could steal a person's life
through intense physical or emotional or sexual energy release. The victim is then weekened, turned into a
mindless Zombai slave, or cursed to become a Vampyr itself. For some strange reason you have been dreaming
of such a creature of late. The only way to destroy such a creature is to become one and then use the soul sucking
powers on it - a price too great for anyone's soul - or to starve it of energy (not letting it feed for a year) - or to
drive it into a death frenzy by feeding it too much at one time (usually meaning to engage it in sexual intercourse
with at least two others wherein all participants achieve simultaneous orgasm together - not the easiest thing to
pull off with a group). Since your family has a history of psychic sensitivity perhaps you should watch the proc
eedings closely to see if anyone acts unusually - but still try to enjoy yourself.

BRIEFING SHEETS: Dream Dome, Alpha
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FALL OF THE DREAM

ALPHA OMEGA SAN ♀

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Female. Bicurious.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You are the new Prime Alpha - newly appointed by the Prime Komputer after the last
Prime Alpha passed away in her sleep of natural causes. You know that Alpha Sigma
Yi - the host for this party - was the most likely candidate for the position but she
doesn't have contacts in the Underground who have developed programming skills to
the degree that it is now possible to begin tampering with the Prime Komputer's
programming. Alpha Sigma Yi would be quite shocked to learn that it is her own
Omega, Omega S-5 who altered the Prime Komputer's databanks to bring about her
removal from the appointment list and your placement at the head of the High Council.
Eventually, you hope to slowly change the Prime Komputer's programs enough to
overturn the Alpha-Omega system and build a society of equals. This may not be
possible in your lifetime but now that the Underground has control of the Prime
Alpha's seat, it will not relinquish it until the entire society has changed. Alpha Theta
Wu has brought some very strange vi sitors to the party and their presence - even their
very existence - may rock the foundations of the Dream Dome's society. You must
ensure that the societal revolution be an ordered and controlled one or all could very
easily fall into anarchy and chaos. You do recognize one of the guests - Alicae (but
you knew her as Alpha Sigma Ssu) - she was a former assistant of the previous Prime
Alpha but she disappeared soon after the former Prime Alpha's death. Find out more
about these strangers and try to eliminate any threats to your position while you enjoy
the party and the sensual delights present.

Fall of the Dream
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FALL OF THE DREAM

OMEGA Z-15 ♂

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Male. Straight.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You serve Alpha Alpha Ba and have been with her for years. If she were to ask you to
walk on your hands and knees through glass, it is very likely that you would with no
complaint. Sometimes she asks you to serve other Alphas in an effort to find out what
their intentions are in Alpha politics. As High Judiciary Alpha she has many enemies
and you must strive to do your part in protecting her person and her interests. She is
the rising sun.
You are not certain what this means but while going about your duties for Alpha Alpha
Ba, you have occasionally needed to spy upon other Alphas. Recently you were
following Alpha Theta Wu and noticed her go into an unused section of the Dome.
You followed her down a long tunnel where she slipped through a long-unused
doorway. When you went to follow, you found that it was not a simple door but a
hatch - one of the long sealed hatches to the outside world where Alphas who have
sinned grievously against society are sent to die (Omegas are simply killed). She had
simply walked out into the hostile Outside environment to die. Imagine your shock
when she returned carrying a small pot and in the pot was an actual living flower! You
knew it was a flower from the education tapes provided in the Prime Komputer's
history lessons. These were supposed to be all extinct but here one was. You need to
find out more of what Alpha Theta Wu has been up to.

Fall of the Dream

BRIEFING SHEETS: Dream Dome, Omega
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FALL OF THE DREAM

OMEGA Q-23 ♂

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Male. Straight.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You serve Alpha Sigma Yi. She should have been the new Prime Alpha not this upstart
bitch queen Alpha Omega San. You know it is wrong to think of an Alpha as a bitch,
but your love for your own Alpha makes it difficult for you to be objective let alone
caring towards a rival Alpha. If Alpha Sigma Yi asked you to walk on glass you would
do so. She is your rising sun - and some day she may command you to enter total
darkness but you would do so happily if it meant granting her a moment's pleasure.
Her other Omega present tonight, Omega S-5, is less enthusiastic in his service. If you
could get him punished or removed without threatening your own position, you would.
Something else which has been bothering you of late are nightmares of a vampyric
creature that feeds off the life force of others. You remember tales you grandmother
used to tell you of a being that could steal a person's life through intense physical or
emotional or sexual energy release. The victim is then weekened, turned into a
mindless Zombai slave, or cursed to become a Vampyr itself. For some strange reason
you have been dreaming of such a creature of late. The only way to destroy such a
creature is to become one and then use the soul sucking powers on it - a price too great
for anyone's soul - or to starve it of energy (not letting it feed for a year) - or to drive it
into a death frenzy by feeding it too much at one time (usually meaning to engage it in
sexual intercourse with at least two others wherein all participants achieve
simultaneous orgasm together - not the easiest thing to pull off with a group). Since
your family has a history of psychic sensitivity perhaps you should watch the
proceedings closely to see if anyone acts unusually - but still try to enjoy yourself.

Fall of the Dream
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FALL OF THE DREAM

OMEGA S-5 ♂

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Male. Straight.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Technically, you are an Omega in the service of Alpha Sigma Yi . . . however, you
consider yourself to be a Free Man. You are a member of the Underground. You are
part of a movement that has learned to work within the system with the aim of tearing
it down. Eventually, your aim is to do away with the Prime Komputer's mandate for an
Alpha-Omega society. Soon, you hope to establish a system where all Alphas and
Omegas are considered equals. This is a dream you've had all your life and you would
die to bring it out. In your efforts to help the Underground, you have learned the illegal
skills of komputer programming. You have changed some of the data files in the Prime
Komputer's system - using Alpha Sigma Yi's terminal - so that Alpha Sigma Yi would
be passed over for Prime Alpha and that an Alpha sympathetic to the Underground and
its mission would be appointed (this is Alpha Omega San who is attending tonight's
function - you must protect her at all costs). Sometimes you get rather frustrated with
the speed of the underground's success. There are those, like yourself, who would like
to see the complete overthrow of the Prime Komputer and a new system established in
their own lifetimes while others prefer to turtle along for slow and gradual change over
generations. Nevertheless, your heart is in the goal not with the methods - now or
tomorrow or one day doesn't really matter as long as the changes do take place. In the
meantime you must pretend to be Alpha Sigma Yi's lap dog.
BRIEFING SHEETS: Dream Dome, Omega, Underground

Fall of the Dream
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FALL OF THE DREAM

NEOOMEGA A-69 ♀

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Female. Bicurious.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You used to be an Alpha - one of the glorious class. Your name was once Alpha Sex
Liu but that however was long ago - before the previous Prime Alpha was murdered by
your fellow best friend Alpha Sigma Ssu (who for some strange reason is at tonight's
party but she calls herself Alicae and is with the group of strangers brought to the party
by Alpha Theta Wu - your Alpha. Alpha Sigma Ssu should be dead. She was exiled by
Alpha Alpha Ba and the others on the Judiciary Council for Treason. Since you were
not part of the murder plot, you were stripped of your identity and became a
neoOmega . . . a fate worse than death in this society. You need to get her alone and
find out what's going on and how she managed to hide in the Dome without detection perhaps the Underground is helping her. Someday you hope to renew your contacts
within the Underground and once again work towards societal change. In the
meantime, you need to serve as well as you can at this party and make certain that the
Alphas are pleased in every respect - particularly since you know the attitude most
Alphas have regarding neoOmegas (you've seen neoOmegas abused far worse than any
Omega). Serve well and do what you can for the Underground - and most importantly
try to have some fun.
BRIEFING SHEETS: Dream Dome, Alpha, Omega

Fall of the Dream
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FALL OF THE DREAM

BOBUS ♂

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Male. Straight.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You have been the leader of your pack for years and years. You know that of late Tedus has been feeling his oats
and he'd like a shot at being Pack Leader but you're just not in the mood to step down as of yet - particularly
since the pack's been having serious problems lately. Two months ago, you visited another pack and since then
you've had nothing but bad luck. The fact that everyone in the other pack seemed sick and lost should have been
enough of a warning to stay away but you needed to do some serious trading and they had what you needed fresh food and water. Three days of staying in the strange pack was enough for Carolae to start acting strangely.
Once you left and hit your own trail things got a little easier but one week later Mikae - your lover - was dead.
She and Carolae had spent the day together watching the birds fly over the ruins and they came back rather tired.
In the morning Mikae was dead. With the loss of a member as valuable as her, the pack needed to build itself
back up as soon as possible. You had decided you had to get to the Welcum Lake where most packs met to pick
up fledglings but on the way you found a strange girl wandering in the wilderness. Normally a pack would
simply kill these mad women but with the loss of Mikae you decided to adopt her into the pack - giving her the
name Alicae. Recently, Alicae has told you of a ruin that was not a ruin and you ordered the pack to follow her
to the Dome. The place seemed very in tact and she claimed there were still people living inside. Despite your
doubts, you agreed to follow her - after all, there might actually be worthwhile artifacts to scavenge. While
exploring the perimeter, you chanced upon a very capable woman who calls herself Alpha Theta Wu. She claims
that the Dome dwellers might be willing to trade with your pack but that everything must be done in secrecy. She
has brought you inside the Dome to meet others who might be willing to trade. You've already seen enough
working artifacts to know this is the find of a lifetime . . . assuming you can get out alive. Somehow you don't
trust these women to be completely honest with you - especially since they treat their men like slaves. The sooner
you can do your business, the sooner you can get back to the open sky, and the happier you will be.
Something else which has been bothering you of late are nightmares of a vampyric creature that feeds off the life
force of others. You remember tales you grandmother used to tell you of a being that could steal a person's life
through intense physical or emotional or sexual energy release. The victim is then weekened, turned into a
mindless Zombai slave, or cursed to become a Vampyr itself. For some strange reason you have been dreaming
of such a creature of late. The only way to destroy such a creature is to become one and then use the soul sucking
powers on it - a price too great for anyone's soul - or to starve it of energy (not letting it feed for a year) - or to
drive it into a death frenzy by feeding it too much at one time (usually meaning to engage it in sexual intercourse
with at least two others wherein all participants achieve simultaneous orgasm together - not the easiest thing to
pull off with a group). Since your family has a history of psychic sensitivity perhaps you should watch the
proceedings closely to see if anyone acts unusually - but still try to enjoy yourself.
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FALL OF THE DREAM

TEDUS ♂

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Male. Straight.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Sometimes life just isn't fair. You are faster and stronger and smarter than Bobus but
he is Pack Leader. You believe you should now be Leader . . . especially now that
Bobus' leadership has done nothing but bring trouble to the Pack. It started when the
Pack did trading with a strange pack that seemed weak and ill. Now Carolae hasn't
been acting herself and Mikae has died of some sort of wasting sickness. To top it off
the Pack has found a madwoman in the desert and instead of killing her outright as
tradition demands, Bobus declared her to be a new member of the Pack. She's led
Bobus to this wretched ruin where things are strange. The pack living here is insane.
The women are Pack Leaders and the men are treated like less than animals. The
sooner you can get out of here the better . . . but you must also find out what these
strange women can offer you. Perhaps you can find a weakness in Bobus' authority and
can assert yourself as new Pack Leader. If not, at least these women have good ideas
about hospitality - sit down orgies sound rather pleasing.
BRIEFING SHEETS: Outside
Copyright 2001 (1996), Brian David Phillips, Ph.D.
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FALL OF THE DREAM

CAROLAE ♀

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Female. Bicurious.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You haven't fed for days. Oh, you've eaten plenty of food but you need other kind of
sustenance now to keep yourself going. It started weeks ago when the Pack visited a
rival pack for trading. The strange pack was all wasted and ill. You should have known
something was wrong when the only woman left in the pack with any vitality in her
took you into her tent and made love to you with a vigor and energy you'd never
previously experienced. This excited you so much that you responded in kind . . .
giving as much as you took. When she finally melted beneath your kiss and touch you
felt an outburst of energy entering you. She looked into your eyes and said, "You were
too strong for me, now you too have the gift." You soon found out what she meant.
You are now a Vampyr. You feed on life energy - you don't have to kill but the victim
may die if you take too much before allowing the energies to renew themselves. You
found this last part out with poor Mikae. She was the mate of your Pack Leader Bobus.
Sh e was also your best friend and lover. You took her out to watch the birds and your
hunger was upon you. You thought you could control how much energy you took but it
was not possible. She received the wasting disease and died (you did not yet know how
to make Zombai - and even if you had you would not have cursed her that way). When
the pack found the mad woman in the desert you thought perhaps you could feed from
her but Bobus has made her a pack member. You need to feed now. Alicae - the
madwoman - has brought the pack to this Domed place where women seem to be Pack
Leaders and men less than slaves. Since their customs call for sexual contact as
hospitality, perhaps you will be able to feed now. You are so hungry!

Fall of the Dream
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FALL OF THE DREAM

ALICAE ♀

GENDER & SEXUALITY
Female. Bicurious.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You weren't always called Alicae - that's just what the Pack has given you as a name. You used to be known as
Alpha Sigma Ssu - in your other life in the Dream Life under the Dome in this domain of the Prime Komputer.
That seems so very long ago. You and your good friend Alpha Sex Liu worked side by side in the office of the
former Prime Alpha. You were also both members of the Underground. You know that Alpha Omega San was
also a member of the Underground. She is the new Prime Alpha just as you had hoped - the Underground was
able to salvage the situation after all. You murdered the former Prime Alpha - not out of political necessity but
out of jealously. She was getting entirely too fond of Alpha Sex Liu and you were simply in a jealous rage for
you loved Alpha Sex Lui too (although she never knew of your love). Well, once your crime was uncovered, you
were sent to your death outside the protective shelter of the Dream Dome.
Imagine your surprise when you didn't die immediately from the hostile environment. Actually, the air is quite
breathable and there are plenty of plants and animals to keep one alive. The old legends and stories about the
possibility that the Earth might renew itself are true. The Blight is over - oh, there are very wild, weird, and
dangerous places out there but for the most part it's quite habitable if one has the resources. Unfortunately for
you, a lifetime of living in a protective dome with the Prime Komputer supplying everything you ever needed did
not give you the skills or resources for survival.
Lucky for you a Pack found you. Since one of their own had recently passed away from some illness, the leader
Bobus decided to adopt you into the Pack. This has worked out well since together you can survive. You hope to
repay their kindness by bringing them to the Dream Dome. Perhaps you can contact the Underground and make a
deal for trading and for helping those condemned by the Prime Komputer to escape. An Underground Tunnelway
if you please.
When you brought the Pack to the vicinity of the Dome you were shocked to find Alpha Theta Wu outside the
Dome. She had found a tunnel and has been doing her own secret investigating. Since you had been disoriented
and could not find the way in, she's as good a contact as any for the time being. She has brought the Pack to a
small gathering hosted by Alpha Sigma Yi - a dangerous woman. Alpha Alpha Ba - the woman who condemned
you to Exile - is here but she hasn't recognized you . . . yet . . . so be careful.. Also Alpha Sex Liu is here but she
is now called neoOmega A-69 - she must have been punished for your crime! She also hasn't seemed to have
recognized you but perhaps you should contact her. Perhaps you could help her escape this place.

Fall of the Dream
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FALL OF THE DREAM

THE DREAM DOME
BRIEFING SHEET
BRIEFING INFORMATION
Welcome to the world of The Dream. For a thousand years, the Dream Dome has
stood. The inhabitants have known nothing but peace and tranquillity. The Prime
Komputer has seen to all their needs. It has been this way for generations and there is
no reason to believe it will not be this way for generations to come.
Of course, it wasn't always like this . . . years and years ago . . . long before the Prime
Komputer began guiding humanity's destiny . . . in the Dark Ages . . . men ruled the
Earth with an iron hand. The world was polluted and dying. Man waged war . . . using
weapons of terrible destructive force . . . all but destroying the planet and humanity.
Then . . . the Prime Komputer came online. It saw that there was much work to be
done to save both the planet and humanity. It sealed off the Dome and then unleashed
an unstoppable holy vengeance upon the rest of the Earth - cleansing the impure
elements so that the planet might renew itself. The Prime Komputer then molded the
society within the Dome so that they would one day be worthy of return to the Outside
in the role of stewards of the planet. In its infinite wisdom, the Prime Komputer saw
that is was good and right that the female Alphas should rule over the male Omegas
and that the one should serve the other so that Man would not have the ability to once
again wage war and poison the planet. Occasionally, an Alpha exhibits traits similar to
Omega aggressiveness of yore - these are punished and sent to the Black Room for
reconditioning and sentencing as neoOmegas. Rarely, an especially troublesome
Omega is sentenced to death by exposure to the poisonous environment outside the
protective shell of the Dream Dome.
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Romance is not uncommon between individuals within the Dream Dome . . . in fact
sexual relations between Alphas and other Alphas or their Omegas is socially
acceptable and encouraged. Omegas live only for their Alphas so they would not have
relationships between one another - such a thing would be unthinkable (and
unforgivable as well as punishable by death).
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ALPHA
BRIEFING SHEET
BRIEFING INFORMATION
Long ago, the Prime Komputer looked at mankind and saw that humanity
consisted of two types of humans - the Alphas and the Omegas. The Alphas are
the born leaders, the rulers, the warriors, the driving force, the essence of all that
is good and worthwhile . . . the females . . . the masters. The Omegas are the
drones, the workers . . . the males . . . the slaves. Alphas carry themselves with
the demeanor of the upper classes. When an Alpha speaks an Omega must
listen. When an Alpha asks it is a command to an Omega. When an Alpha
suggests, an Omega hurries to obey. When an Alpha commands, an Omega
trembles in subservience. Sometimes an Alpha is demoted and becomes a
neoOmega. These wretches are abominations in the natural order of things and
are beneath the notice of an Alpha - being less than human. It is well and good
that an Alpha's boot be placed upon an Omega's hand or an Alpha's whip find an
Omega's backside. Strength is the only things these wretches can truly
understand. The watchword of the Alphas is "Command." All praise the Prime
Komputer and her wisdom in guiding the evolution of the race by creating the
Alphas with such perfection and the Omegas to serve them.
Copyright 2001 (1996), Brian David Phillips, Ph.D.
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OMEGA
BRIEFING SHEET
BRIEFING INFORMATION
Long ago, the Prime Komputer looked at mankind and saw that humanity
consisted of two types of humans - the Alphas and the Omegas. The Alphas are
the born holy force, the delicate, the loved, the beautiful, the loving warrior
maidens . . . the females . . . the Kared For. The Omegas are the workers, the
servants . . . the males . . . the Karetakers. Alphas carry themselves with the
demeanor of the upper classes. Occasionally an Alpha . . . by the grace of the
Prime Komputer . . . becomes a neoOmega. This is well and good. It shows the
importance of becoming a servant. These neoOmegas must be protected and
respected for they carry the hope of the race. When an Alpha speaks, it is the
voice of a goddess. The Omega serve by the grace of the Prime Komputer and
they are proud to do so. The opportunity to die for an Alpha's amusement or to
satisfy any whim or desire - no matter the peril or the pain - is considered the
ultimate demonstration of love and respect. Alphas love their Omegas in their
own way - perhaps the whip is a sign of love. Omegas love their Alphas in their
own ways too . . . with all their hearts and all their minds and all their bodies
and all their souls. The watchword of the Omegas is "Obedience." Thanks be to
the Prime Komputer and his wisdom.
Copyright 2001 (1996), Brian David Phillips, Ph.D.
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OUTSIDE
BRIEFING SHEET
BRIEFING INFORMATION
There are legends that long long ago the Earth was not Kursed. These are stories that
old men and older women tell that have been handed down from generation to
generation. Most of the Survivors today consider them to be myth, something to hold
on to. Any sensible person knows that it's all wishful thinking that the world was once
anything less than the violent, radioactive wasteland it is today . . . and that it's sheer
folly to dream it could ever be anything else. It's better to concentrate on living and
eking out an existence in this hell known as Life. In this Kursed Earth, men and
women form packs . . . small groups of hunter-gatherers ranging from two or four to
as many as three dozen in the mighty packs. These small compact groups scrounge
among the rubble of forgotten cities created in the Great Fall of eons ago. A man or
woman's worth is based wholly on contribution to the pack's welfare. Most packs form
extended polyfidelous families. Some form other bonds. Whatever works for the pack
is considered appropriate. Total trust of pack members is considered standard while
suspicion of competing packs is the norm - albeit loose trading arrangements are often
formed. When a child reaches maturity it is sent on a vision quest into the heart of the
Great Ruin - the remains of a long dead city filled with strange creatures and
machines. If after one month the child returns with a fetish (usually a technological
artifact ranging from old battery casings to calculator shells but it may be the tooth of
an enemy or anything else with significance to the Ordeal) then that child becomes
and adult and is sent out to find other neoadults to form a new pack or to join an
established pack in need of new blood or starve in the wilderness. If the child does not
return with a fetish, it is slain. If the child does not return, then it is dead and nothing
more can be done. Once in awhile a madwoman is found who claims to come from a
real city just like the ones in the stories. A city protected by a huge dome of radiation
shielding. A city where komputers still operate and thousands of humans live together
in one place. These insane fantasies are usually dismissed as ravings but . . . what if it
were true? What if there were such a place? Perhaps humanity could once again
rebuild itself. Usually these madwomen are slain outright in order to put them out of
their misery but occasionally a pack - particularly one that has recently lost a member
http://www.interactivedramas.info
to one hazard or another.
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UNDERGROUND
NDERGROUND
BRIEFING SHEET
BRIEFING INFORMATION
The Prime Komputer is insane. The society of Alpha masters and Omega slaves
is just plain wrong. Humans are humans, people are people, Alpha and Omega
has nothing to do with any the value of a person. It is imperative that a
revolution occur which will permanently change the Dream Dome's society.
Humans should have the right to control their own destiny . . . choose their own
loves . . . run their own lives. The Prime Komputer is supposed to serve
humanity, not twist it for its own cruel designs. The time for action is now . . .
but there must be subtlety and security in the actions, otherwise the Prime
Komputer will simply stamp out any dissension as soon as it is expressed.
Copyright 2001 (1996), Brian David Phillips, Ph.D.
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VAMPYR
BRIEFING SHEET
BRIEFING INFORMATION
You are a Vampyr. That is you have been infected with a very potent virus
which causes you to feed on the life essence of other beings. The transference
comes through any sort of sexual or emotional relations as that's when a
human's life force is most active (actually any circumstance that can produce an
orgasmic response in your victim is sufficient). Basically, anytime you have an
intense relationship with another person there is the chance that you can feed or
that the other person may be infected. If your relationship has sexual response
(this can come about through intercourse, oral or manual stimulation, whatever,
or even be a byproduct of intense fear or pain) then the mechanics are quite
straightforward. If the other person has orgasm, then you may feed from their
released life force (Warning: if you "feed" from the same person twice in a day
that person will develop a wasting sickness and die within ten minutes of the
second orgasm - you will want to let the game moderator know this so that the
other player can be notified when he or she "dies" for roleplaying effect - that
person will then animate as a Zombai . . . an animated corpse that will become
attached to and do the bidding of the first person it sees upon animation
[basically, the character has the second orgasm and then dies ten minutes later
and then "lies dead" for five minutes with eyes closed and then obeys the first
person he or she sees upon "reanimation" - obedience is complete]). Now . . . if
you have relations with someone else and YOU have an orgasm then the
"victim" receives your powerful life energy and becomes a Vampyr after fifteen
minutes.
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ZOMBAI
BRIEFING SHEET
BRIEFING INFORMATION
You are a Zombai. You have just died. When the Game Moderator asked you to
fall in a swoon, you were actually dying from a very virulent and fatal disease
(caused by the drainage of all your life force by something). Well, once you
died, the virus went to work and transformed you into a Zombai. Happy happy
joy joy. The first person whose eyes you had contact with (other than a Game
Moderator that is) is now your Master. You will obey your Master completely
and totally. You still have the knowledge and power and feelings you had
previously except that now you have complete and unyielding desire to do
anything and everything your Master asks. Oh yes, you are still a corpse, so you
don't have a heart beat, your skin is cold, and you are beginning to decay (you'll
be nothing but skin and bones in about a week). You must not tell anyone you
are dead. You must go on as before except for having no will of your own and
fawning on your Master. If you had secrets before you do not have to tell your
Master unless specifically asked . . . you may not lie or hold back from your
Master though if asked.
Copyright 2001 (1996), Brian David Phillips, Ph.D.
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Casting Chart
#

Character
Name

♀
♂

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

Alpha Sigma Yi
Alpha Theta Wu
Alpha Alpha Ba
Alpha Omega San
Omega Z-15
Omega Q-23
Omega S-5
NeoOmega A-69
Bobus
Tedus
Carolae
Alicae

♀
♀
♀
♀
♂
♂
♂
♀
♂
♂
♀
♀

Character Gender/Sexuality
Briefing Sheets
Bicurious. Dream Dome. Alpha.
Bicurious. Dream Dome. Alpha.
Bicurious. Dream Dome. Alpha.
Bicurious. Dream Dome. Alpha. Underground.
Straight. Dream Dome. Omega.
Straight. Dream Dome. Omega.
Straight. Dream Dome. Omega. Underground.
Bicurious. Dream Dome. Alpha. Omega.
Straight. Outside.
Straight. Outside.
Bicurious. Outside. Vampyr.
Bicurious. Dream Dome. Underground. Outside.

Date, 00:00
00 Players (0F, 0M)

Date, 00:00
00 Players (0F, 0M)

Date, 00:00
00 Players (0F, 0M)
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